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1. Installation

Wizzy search magento 2 module can be installed in the following ways.

1. Using Composer
2. From Magento Marketplace

1.1 Composer

composer require wizzy/search-magento-2

Once the module is installed through composer execute following commands to enable it on
Magento store.

php bin/magento module:enable Wizzy_Search
php bin/magento setup:upgrade
php bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy

1.2 Magento Marketplace

Visit Magento Marketplace to install the module, follow the instructions on marketplace for
installation guide.

Once you’ve the module installed in your Magento environment, You will need to go through
each step from documentation in the specified order to get it up and running.
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2. Credentials Configuration

This is a required configuration to do.

Once the extension is installed it needs to talk to Wizzy’s services to enable search
functionalities on the store.

To start the configuration process first you will need to create an account and a store on Wizzy.
Once the account and store is created, follow the steps.

1. Navigate to Stores > Configuration
2. From the scope select the store view in which Wizzy Search needs to configured
3. From left panel under Wizzy click on Store Credentials
4. Login on https://app.wizzy.ai/ and open API Keys
5. Copy Paste Store ID, Store Secret and API key from above page into Magento

configuration store.
6. Click on Save configs and a confirmation message should be displayed on top of the

page. If there is an error, make sure you’ve copied the correct credentials.
Make sure you never expose Store Secret publicly on your website or to your users. With
access to the store secret one can do anything with your products index data.
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3. Catalog Index Configuration

After completing the credentials configuration it’s time to do the catalog index configuration. This
step makes sure that the module indexes the data as per store requirements.

It is divided into the following 4 sections. Go through each of them to set up those individually.

3.1 Age Group / Genders Configuration

If you’re selling products for multiple genders or age groups select yes in the first selection box.
Genders / Age Groups can be identified using either attribute values or categories.

3.1.1 Identify Using Categories

If there are multiple categories for each gender or age group, then you should select this option.

Upon selection identity configuration block will be displayed,

- In the first column select the supported gender/age group
- In the second column select the category name which represents the selected gender.
- In case a row in the configuration block is added by mistake or you now longer have

products for a specific gender/age group then you can delete it from the delete button in
the third column.

If you’ve selected identify by categories, a field with label Parent Categories Consideration will
be displayed.

If there are sub categories under selected gender categories in above configuration then you
must set this Yes

e.g. Men > Tops > T-Shirts

- In the given example, if you have set the Parent categories consideration option to No
and there is a product which has only T-Shirts category assigned, in that case the
product will not be tagged under gender Men because it’s set not to use the parent
categories gender identification.
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3.1.2 Identify Using Attributes

If you’re storing gender or age group in product attributes then select attributes in Identified
Using? selection field.

Upon selection Attribute Identity configuration block will be displayed.

- In the first column select the supported gender/age group
- In the second column select the attribute which represents the selected gender.
- In the third column enter the attribute value you use in the store for selected gender. E.g.

You store Male as attribute values for all Men products.
- In case a row in the configuration block is added by mistake or you now longer have

products for a specific gender/age group then you can delete it from the delete button in
the fourth column.
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3.2 Brands configuration

If you’re selling products for multiple brands, select yes under Is it a multi brand store? Brands
can be identified by either categories or attributes.

3.2.1 Identify Using Categories

If there are multiple categories for each different brand, then you should select this option.

Upon selection identity configuration block will be displayed, You’ve two options to select from

- Categories on Specific Level: This is useful if you're always storing brands as
categories on a specific level (e.g. Sports Shoes > Nike , Sports Shoes > Puma etc...)

- List of Categories: This is useful when the brands are stored as categories but not on a
specific level.

- All Subcategories of Selected Categories: This is useful when the brands are stored
as sub categories of single or multiple categories. (e.g. All Brands as saved as
categories under parent category named Brands)
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3.2.1 Identify Using Attributes

If you’re storing a brand in product attributes, then you should select this option. Upon selection
Attribute field will be displayed with a list of all available custom user attributes.

Select the attribute in which you’re storing the product brand. (e.g. Manufacturer)

If you’re selling multiple branded products and each product must have a brand then select Yes
in the last option Is brand mandatory for sync? Which will prevent syncing products which doesn’t
have any brand associated.

3.4 Colors Configuration
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If the products you’re selling are available in different colors (e.g. Tshirts / Gowns etc...) select
yes in the first selection box.

Colors can be identified through attributes only. Upon selecting Yes in the first selection box, a
list of attributes will be displayed. Select the appropriate attribute in which you’re storing color
variable value.

3.5 Sizes Configuration

If the products you’re selling are available in different sizes (e.g. Tshirts / Jeans etc...) select yes
in the first selection box.

Sizes can be identified through attributes only. Upon selecting Yes in the first selection box, a list
of attributes will be displayed. Select the appropriate attribute in which you’re storing size
variable value.
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3.6 Prices Configuration

If you’re using the MSRP price feature of Magento and want Wizzy to use MSRP prices as the
original price then select yes under the first option (Use MSRP price as original price?)

If MSRP price is not preset, regular_price will be used as fallback.

3.7 Images Configuration

By default wizzy uses standard dimensions for thumbnail images displayed in autocomplete or
search results.

Change it according to the store theme requirements. The thumbnails are created on the fly if
not already present.
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3.7 Description Configuration

By default wizzy uses product’s description to make search more relevant. If the user is
searching something and if it is found in description then Wizzy displays the product according
to the relevance. In this configuration section you can change the way wizzy uses default
Product’s discovery.

Common Words to Remove:
Sometimes the content team uses common words/sentences in all the product descriptions
which break the search relevancy. In this section mention all words line by line in textarea which
needs to be removed from description during sync.
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4. UI Customisation

Under UI Customization, we can change the way Search form, Search Results page, Category
pages and Autocomplete get displayed to the end users.

4.1 Search Form Configuration

From this page you can change the placeholder text you see in the search box on the page. By
default the placeholder text is Search entire store here... when you install and enable the
module.

To change the value of default placeholder text, enter the text in Placeholder Text input field and
click on Save Config

This is how it will get displayed on the frontend.

4.2 Search Results Page

If you don’t intend to use Wizzy’s search functionality on the store you can completely ignore
configuring this group.

In this configuration group we can change the way the search results page looks and behaves.

4.2.1 General
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DOM Selector: This is a required field and will be used to display search results on the page.
Generally this is an ID / Class of the DOM (DIV/Section etc..) element of the page. If you’re
using any standard/default theme of Magento 2 then you don’t necessarily need to change this.

For a Custom theme you might need to change it to the appropriate value. If you’re not the
developer / maintainer of the store, avoid updating this value.

URL Endpoint: This is a required field and will be used to generate the URL of the search
results page.  By default it’s set to /search, if you’re already using that endpoint for different
purposes and intend to use it post Wizzy installation then consider changing this value.

If you’re changing the value, it must start with slash / and you must override the module's
frontend routes.xml file with the same value in the XML file. Click Here if you don’t know how to
override Module’s layout files.

Products Per Page: This is a required field and used to set the number of products to be
displayed on the search page. It cannot be more than 50 as per Wizzy’s Documentation.

Display Add to Cart button?: If you want to display the Add to cart button along with search
results, select yes. Otherwise no. By default it is set as Yes.

Display Add to Wishlist button?: If you want to display the Add to wishlist button along with
search results, select yes. Otherwise no. By default it is set as Yes.

4.2.2 Facets

Under Facets you can add the fields you would like to display as filters for users to filter the
search results. Each facet can be customized with their title and position. Facets can be added
on two places either left/top.
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You can add as many facets/filters as you like, Keep the number of facets lower to make the
search faster and to make it easier for users to filter the results.

If you would like to add all the fields under the facets then select All Fields under Field column
with any Label and position. For All Fields custom user attributes are displayed on top and
other fields are displayed on the left side. For this option, you cannot change the title or position
of the facets.

Field list contains default fields along with custom user attributes for filters.

You can drag and drop the rows to change the order in which they appear on the frontend.

Category filters can be displayed in two ways, Hierarchical and Linear. If you’ve same name of
categories (Tees, Shorts, Jeans etc...) under different parent categories (Men, Women etc...) it’s
advisable to use Hierarchical, otherwise Linear.

Left Facets Collapsible?: If you want to make left facets/filters collapsible then select Yes in
the option.
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Left Facets Default Behaviour: This sets the default behaviour of left facets. It can be either
opened or collapsed.

First Left Facet Default Behaviour - This sets the default behaviour of the first left facet. It can
be either opened or collapsed.

4.2.3 Sorts

Add all fields under this section by which users can sort the search results on frontend. For each
sort field you can define the title and the sort order. By default Wizzy adds following sort options
on module installation,

- Relevance
- Price Low To High
- Price High To Low
- Better Discounts
- Recently Added

You can add/modify it according to the needs. Field list contains default fields along with custom
user attributes for filters.

You can drag and drop the rows to change the order in which they appear on the frontend.  You
must set Relevance as the first option to display proper results to users on first search.
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4.2.4 Pagination

Search results are paginated, each page displays the number of products configured in the
General section. Pagination can be either Infinite Scroll or Numbered Pagination.

Infinite Scroll: In this type Wizzy loads the paginated results as user scroll downs the page.
Users can see more products as they scroll without doing any interaction on the page.

Paginated Scroll: In this type at the end of the page Numbers are displayed to navigate
between different search result pages along with the next/previous button. This is similar to what
you see on any Google search results page.  (In mobile device, Wizzy only displays Load More
button for Paginated scroll as that is more convenient to the user instead of displaying numbers)

Wizzy Search module out-of-the box provides Scroll to top widget. Selecting Yes in the second
selection box adds a Scroll to Top widget in the bottom right corner of the page. When you’re
using infinite scrolling it’s advisable to use Scroll to Top widget if you don’t have it already in
your store theme.
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4.2.5 Swatches

If you’re selling variable products like Tshirts / Shorts and you have them in different variations
then it’s advisable to use Swatches.

Swatches are nothing but different product variations. For apparel products it is generally either
colors/sizes.

Swatches displays like this on the search results page, this helps users to check the variation of
a product right on the Results page and it increases your add-to-cart events. Clicking on each
variant Wizzy loads it’s own individual details right in the product screen so the user is not
redirected on the other pages.

Under swatches you just need to select the field you want to display as variation under product
details. By default Wizzy adds Colors and Sizes on installation. You can add/remove it
according to your store's requirements.

If a product doesn’t have that value to display as swatch Wizzy won’t display the swatch on
frontend but the main product is still displayed. Along with Colors and Sizes other custom
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attributes of the product can be added as a Product swatch. So it’s totally customisable and
highly scalable.

After changing any configuration under Search Results Page you must clear the
cache, Refer Cache Clearance and Guidelines section for the same.

4.3 Autocomplete Menu

If you don’t intend to use Wizzy’s autocomplete functionality on the store you can completely
ignore configuring this group.

In this configuration group we can change the way the autocomplete menu on the store looks
and behaves.

4.3.1 Menu

Under this section you can set the configurable values for the autocomplete menu.

Suggestions Count: This is a required field and used to set the number of suggestions to
display in the autocomplete menu. This count includes count of categories, query suggestions
and page suggestions. As for the end user it’s just a suggestion irrespective of its type.

By default its value is 10 when you install the module, You can change it up to 20 as per Wizzy’s
Documentation

Alignment: It can be either left/right depending on your store’s theme. If you have a search
input box on the right side of the page, menu alignment should be right otherwise left.
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Suggestions are divided into three types,

- Categories
- Query Suggestions
- Pages

You can change the title of all three types of suggestions, setting them as blank won’t display
the titles on frontend.

Use Categories Title to change the title of categories type of suggestions and use Others Title
field to change the title of query type of suggestions.

First Section: You can change the order of the first section displayed in the autocomplete
menu. It can be either Categories or Others as per the Stores requirements.

No Results Behaviour: Sometimes users type a query for which we cannot suggest a term of
category. Using this field you can see the behaviour when that kind of case happens. It can be
either Hide Menu or Display no results message

Set this as per your store theme’s requirements.

No Results Text: If you’ve selected Display no results message in above selection then you
can set the text to display to the user when there are no suggestions to display.
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4.3.2 Top Products

By integrating Wizzy’s autocomplete functionality on your store, you can suggest products
directly into the suggestions box. You can configure it in this section.

Select Yes in Suggest Top Products? Selection field to turn this feature on.

Top Products Title: This field sets the title on top of the product suggestion, setting this as
blank will remove the top products title from the frontend.

Number of products to display: Change this to the number of products you want to display in
the suggestion box. It can be up to 10 as per Wizzy’s Documentation

4.3.3 Pages

With Wizzy’s autocomplete functionality you can include pages in suggestions list as well. If you
don’t want to add pages as suggestions, select All Pages in the Exclude Pages field and we
won’t show pages as suggestions in autocomplete. Otherwise only select the pages you don’t
want to include in suggestions, it can be Homepage, 404 Page, etc..
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4.3.4 Attributes in Autocomplete

This section helps you to build the autocomplete suggestions as you like and as per your store’s
requirements.

By default autocomplete suggestions consist of the combination of categories, brands, colors,
gender. But if you want to add attributes along with those suggestions you can do it in this
section.
Let’s understand it with few examples,

Let’s assume Shirts for Men is a suggestion generated based on category and gender, Now
you want to add Shirts’s material in this suggestion which generates following different type of
suggestions,

- Cotton Shirts for Men
- Polyester Shirts for Men
- Linen Shirts for Men

Or You’re selling Dresses and you want to generate suggestion based on different
occasions/purposes,

- Long Dresses for Prom
- Long Dresses for Wedding
- Short Dresses for Summer

So to generate the first kind of suggestion with material, you just need to select the Material
attribute in the first column field and choose its position as Front because that appears in front
of all the suggestions.
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For generating the second kind of suggestions, select the Ocasion attribute in the first column
field, set position as Back as it appears in the back of the suggestion with a glue “for”. Use of a
glue field is to glue two different terms. In the above example, Long Dresses is a category and
Prom is an attribute value where for is a glue.

Check the following screenshot to understand more about this feature.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
After changing any configuration under Autocomplete Menu you must clear the
cache, Refer Cache Clearance and Guidelines section for the same.

As you’ve noticed, the configuration mentioned in all above two sections will only
modify the configurable things on the frontend. E.g Number of products,
suggestions, filters to use etc... To do the styling changes you must override the
module style. Click Here to learn how to override CSS files of the Magento
module.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Should you have any questions about the UI Customisation or Catalog Index Configuration you
can contact us on team@wizzy.ai We would be happy to schedule a call with you and help you
configure Wizzy as per your requirements.
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If you have already created an account on Wizzy, Login into your account and use the Chat
widget in the bottom right corner to get instant help.
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5. General Setup

From this configuration group you can enable or disable the features on Store view. In case
there is some issue or you want to disable a particular feature for sometime this is the place.

Make sure, you only enable autocomplete/instant search after doing UI Customization
configurations along with Catalog Index Configuration.

Enable Sync? It can be either Yes/No, if it’s set to No products from the store won’t get synced
with Wizzy’s server and the search results page won’t have the latest details of the listed
products. So if you’re using Wizzy as a search this must be Yes always.

Enable Autocomplete? Enable / Disable autocomplete functionality on selected store view

Enable Instant Search? Enable/ Disable search functionality provided by Wizzy on selected
store view.

If you’ve Autocomplete turned off and Instant Search turned on, You can change the behaviour
of Instant Search. It can be either Search as you Type or On Form Submission. When you have
Autocomplete turned on Instant Search behaviour is On Form Submission by default.

Instant Search Form Submission Behaviour: You can change the behaviour when a user hits
the search from the search box. By default it will replace the the page content and renders the
search results (Preferred way)

In some cases a few themes don't support this option, In that case you can change it to
Redirect Page in which it will be redirected to the search page rendering fresh search page on
reload.

Enable Analytics - Enable / Disable analytics functionality on selected store view. By default it
is on but you can choose to disable it as per the store’s requirements. It is highly recommended
to keep this enabled to monitor the search behaviour of the visitors.

Replace Category Page? Set it to Yes if you want to replace your existing Category pages with
Wizzy powered categories pages.

Category Click Behaviour (From Autocomplete): By default when a user clicks on a category
item from autocomplete it just hits a search request using the same category text. If you want to
redirect users on a category page then select Open Category Page in this option.
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6. Advanced Setup
From this configuration group you can do advanced level configuration for the selected Store
view.

Overriding events.js? Set it to Yes, if you’re planning to implement Wizzy event hooks to inject
some functionality during search. This setting would help you to avoid adding/editing theme
layouts.

Once the config is set to Yes you will just need to add event.js on the following path.

app/design/frontend/Theme/Namespace/Wizzy_Search/web/events/events.js

Template Attributes: Most of the time we need to display some additional attribute values on
the frontend which is not provided by wizzy in default templates. You can select the attributes
which you want to use in product templates along with the default values.

This helps you to avoid writing unnecessary frontend events.
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7. Queue Processors Status
Wizzy uses a queue mechanism to keep the data in sync between the store and Wizzy’s server.
There is a page from where you can check the status of Queue items as well as manage the
queue items.

You can navigate to this page from Stores > Wizzy Search > Queue Processors Status

On this page you will see the list of queue items with their latest status. Each queue item can
have one of the following statues.

- In Queue
- In Progress
- Completed
- Cancelled

As soon as the item is added in the queue it’s status is set as In Queue which moves to In
Progress once Wizzy module starts processing the item.

It moves to the completed state if the queue item got processed successfully otherwise it will be
added back in the queue incrementing the tries count. You can check the queue item’s data by
clicking on View on any of them. We display the data to be processed and the errors occurred if
any.

There are three buttons on the top of the page, details of each is as written below.

Clear Queue: This will cancel all the In progress and In Queue Items.

Clear Entities Sync: This will reset the sync status of all the products and pages. This is
required when you want to do fresh sync.

Truncate Queue: This will delete all the items from the queue which are either cancelled or
completed. This helps to reduce the list of items in the queue for better navigation and
debugging.

Clear Queue and Clear Entities Sync are used together when you want to do fresh sync or the
sync indexer has been stuck due to some error and you want to resync everything.
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8. Skipped Entities
Wizzy skips products or pages when it doesn’t have proper or enough information. All these
skipped products and pages won’t be displayed in search results until the data is fixed and the
entity is added back in sync.

You can navigate to this page from Stores > Wizzy Search > Skipped Entities

On this page you will see the list of entities which have been skipped due to some reason. A
product can be skipped due to following reasons.

● Invalid URL: Sometimes during sync the retrieved product URL is of the admin section
and not the frontend URL. This happens sometimes due to empty URL keys or invalid
data in rewrite tables. We cannot display Admin URL products on frontend so these
products are skipped.

● Selling Price: Selling price must be greater than 0 to be synced with Wizzy.

● Main Image: If there is no image added for the product it will be skipped. To avoid this
you can set the default thumbnail image.

● Categories: Each product must have at least one category, if there are no categories
assigned to a product it will be skipped during Sync.

● Brand (Configurable): If you have set brands to be mandatory during sync the product
will be skipped if it doesn’t have any brand associated with it.

Content team can closely monitor this page to keep refining the data for the end users.
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9. Currencies

You don’t need to configure anything in this step, It is just for your information and you can skip
this if you come across this while setting up your store view with Wizzy.

Wizzy out-of-the box supports multiple currencies with their exchange rates. You don’t
necessarily have to do any extra configuration or changes in your store to use this feature.

Whenever you update a list of currencies for your store view or you update the currency rates, it
automatically gets synced with Wizzy.

To do this, A separate indexer named wizzy_currencies_indexer is used in the module. After
doing the initial setup and executing the queue indexer, if you want to confirm if the Currency list
values and rates are synced with wizzy or not, you just need to login into your account on Wizzy
and navigate to the Settings > Currencies to see the list and rates.

If may look like this,

Disclaimer: Don’t modify the currency settings or rates from here if you’re managing it
from the Magento Admin portal. Always use a single place for updating the currency
config to avoid conflicts.

Store view’s default currency along with default display currency is synced with Wizzy as well so
on frontend we will only display product prices which you’ve configured from the Magento
admin.
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10. Catalog Indexing & Queue

This module uses Magento’s indexer feature to sync the data from your store to Wizzy’ server.
You can add catalog data for sync using the following command.

./bin/magento indexer:reindex wizzy_products_indexer wizzy_pages_indexer
wizzy_currencies_indexer

If you want to add specific items for indexing you can do it in any following ways,

./bin/magento indexer:reindex wizzy_products_indexer

./bin/magento indexer:reindex wizzy_pages_indexer

./bin/magento indexer:reindex wizzy_currencies_indexer

10.1 Queue

Executing above commands add the specific catalog data in a Queue and the queue can be
executed using the following indexer command.

./bin/magento indexer:reindex wizzy_sync_queue_runner_indexer

If you’re executing this command for the first time it will take approximately 3-7 minutes
depending on your server configuration and catalog size.

By default Queue executes 7 jobs in a single execution, which is enough to complete the first
module setup process. You will be able to change this number in future releases.

You need to perform the above commands whenever you’ve configured the store
completely for the first time or you change any configuration under Catalog Index
Configuration or UI Customisation.

10.2 CRON

You must set the following command in the cron job to synchronize catalog data with Wizzy
whenever it gets updates in your store.
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./bin/magento indexer:reindex wizzy_sync_queue_runner_indexer

Along with the above sync indexer we will also need to add two more indexers in CRON.

1. Product Prices Indexer

The product prices indexer needs to be added in crontab to run everyday at midnight. (This is
only required if you’re using Product’s special prices or Catalog Price Rules)

This indexer automatically gets executed when catalog_product_price indexer is executed, so
we only need to add this indexer in crontab and never need to execute it manually.

./bin/magento indexer:reindex wizzy_products_prices_indexer

2. Invalidate Unresponsive Sync Indexer

This indexer checks the last status of sync indexer and if its in processing from more then an
hour due to any reason it will add the sync indexer back in Reindex Required state and will add
all queue processing items back in the queue. The indexer needs to be added in crontab to run
every hour.

This indexer doesn’t need to be executed manually

./bin/magento indexer:reindex wizzy_products_prices_indexer

A sample crontab line may look like this, Don’t forget to change the minutes count as well as
path to the magento installation.

*/7 * * * * php  path/to/bin/magento indexer:reindex wizzy_sync_queue_runner_indexer
1 0 * * * * php  path/to/bin/magento indexer:reindex wizzy_products_prices_indexer
0 * * * * php path/to/bin/magento indexer:reindex
wizzy_invalidate_unresponsive_sync_indexer

Please change the duration of above crontabs according to your needs and server
configuration.
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11. Cache Clearance & Guidelines

Whenever you change any configuration under Wizzy group you must clear configuration and
page cache by visiting System > Cache Management

Without clearing the cache the changes won’t get reflected on the frontend. Follow below steps
whenever you change any configuration for Wizzy group.

1. Reindex catalog
2. Execute the Queue
3. Visit Settings > Cache Management Page
4. Clear Configuration and Page Cache.

12. Production Guidelines

There are several things you need to take care of before moving it to the production
environment.

All your data is indexed on Wizzy’s Server, To check this login into Wizzy’s account and from
the Dashboard see the number of products indexed. If not, there might be an issue with Store
configuration. If that’s the case, send a chat message from Wizzy login and we would be more
than happy to help you.

The UI is updated, By default Wizzy Search module comes with it’s default standard UI for both
search and autocomplete. We know each store has its own UI requirements and needs its
individual customisation. So we’ve made sure that you can override the styles and JS files of the
store to fit it according to your needs.

So before moving it to production, test the updated UI thoroughly and if you need any support
for UI customization reach out to us and we will be happy to help you.

Indexer cron Setup, Make sure Queue indexer wizzy_sync_queue_runner_indexer is in cron to
sync the products to Wizzy’s server as soon as it gets updated in the store.

Store Status, Wizzy maintains a store status to help you troubleshoot any issues with any of
our services. Login into Wizzy and from Dashboard check the Store Status, all of them should
be in a green. If any of them are orange or red for a long time, raise a support request and we
will be happy to look into the matter.
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13. Support

If you’re facing any issues with integrating this module or having any issues after you’ve
integrated it, feel free to raise a support ticket from your account. Use the chat widget to raise
your concerns and we will look into that as quickly as possible.

If you’ve found any bug in the magento module, you can create an issue in the GitHub
Repository and our team will look into it.

Feel free to contact us if you need any help for UI customization for the search results page or
autocomplete menu.

You can also contact us on team@wizzy.ai or +91 - 9106141411

Our regular query resolution time is 24 hours.
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